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Abstract Observational evidence has shown that the Earth's tropics have widened since 1980. However,
climate models underestimate the observed tropical expansion rate, with a large spread among individual
models. The proposal of internal variability to account for model–observation differences is hindered by the
limited availability of sufficient realizations from models in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP), restricting the accuracy of quantitative contribution estimation. The emergence of a single model
initial‐condition large ensemble provides a new opportunity to quantify the role of internal variability. Here,
using large‐ensemble simulations from two individual models complemented with CMIP Phase 6 (CMIP6)
simulations, we show evidence that the recent widening of the tropics is mainly caused by internal variability
related to the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO). The positive‐to‐negative phase transition of the IPO from
1980 to 2014 reduced the meridional tropospheric temperature gradient, resulting in poleward shifts in tropical
edges. After adjusting the IPO trends simulated by individual realizations to ensure consistency with the
observations, the IPO phase transition can account for at least 73% (66%) of the observed tropical expansion rate
in the Northern Hemisphere based on the metric of the meridional stream function (surface zonal wind). The
IPO is also essential for shaping tropical expansion‐related precipitation changes. Our results underscore the
significance of considering internal variability when explaining model–observation differences and
understanding intermodel uncertainty.

Plain Language Summary The edge of the tropics has shifted poleward over the past few decades, a
phenomenon referred to as tropical expansion. However, existing climate models exhibit underestimate of the
observed tropical expansion rate and show a large spread in the simulated rates. Although internal climate
variability is suggested as an explanation for the difference between observations and climate models and the
spread across models, it is difficult to quantitatively estimate its contribution due to the insufficient use of
climate models. With the utilization of two large‐ensemble simulations with an ample number of independent
realizations, our findings reveal that the internal variability associated with the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation
(IPO) plays a significant role in contributing to both model–observation differences and intermodel spread in the
tropical expansion rate. Expanding on the benefits of large ensembles, we quantify the relative contribution of
the IPO, suggest likely physical mechanisms, and investigate the impact of the IPO on tropical expansion‐
related precipitation changes. Our work provides a useful reference for how large‐ensemble simulations help
explain model–observation inconsistencies and reveals the essential role of IPO‐related internal variability in
the prediction of tropical expansion rates.

1. Introduction
The edges of the tropics have shifted poleward over the past few decades, which is referred to as tropical
expansion (Fu et al., 2006; Hu & Fu, 2007; Hudson et al., 2006; Seidel & Randel, 2007; Seidel et al., 2008).
Tropical expansion influences hydrological cycles within both the tropics and extratropics, resulting in shifts in
dry regions and rain belts (Brönnimann et al., 2015; Feng & Fu, 2013; Post et al., 2014; Scheff & Frierson, 2012;
Schmidt & Grise, 2017), adjustments in ocean upwelling processes and marine bioproductivity (Irwin &
Oliver, 2009; Moore et al., 2018; Polovina et al., 2008; Rykaczewski et al., 2015), and modifications of tropical
cyclone trajectories (Sharmila & Walsh, 2018; Studholme & Gulev, 2018). The observed magnitude of recent
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tropical expansion is approximately 0.25°–0.5° latitude per decade (Allen & Kovilakam, 2017; N. A. Davis &
Birner, 2017; Grise & Davis, 2020; Grise et al., 2018; Staten et al., 2020, 2018; Studholme & Gulev, 2018).
However, state‐of‐the‐art climate models underestimate the tropical expansion rate relative to observations (Hu
et al., 2013; Johanson & Fu, 2009; Quan et al., 2014; Seidel et al., 2008) and exhibit high uncertainty in the
tropical expansion rate (Grise & Davis, 2020). The difference among climate models in replicating observed
historical changes may hinder the reliability of both near‐term predictions and long‐term projections. Hence,
gaining a deeper understanding of model–observation differences is important for the climate community.

Previous studies have suggested that tropical expansion may have resulted from internal climate variability,
particularly connected to sea surface temperature (SST) variations in the Pacific Ocean (Allen & Kovila-
kam, 2017; Chen et al., 2008; Grise et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2008; Mantsis et al., 2017; Simpson, 2018). For
example, SST variations related to the El Niño‐Southern Oscillation (ENSO) or Pacific Decadal Oscillation/
Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (PDO/IPO), which are the main internal modes in the Pacific characterized by
interannual to interdecadal SST fluctuations as results of air‐sea interaction (Henley et al., 2015; Mantua &
Hare, 2002), can modulate the meridional temperature gradient and hence the tropical width (Seo et al., 2023;
Yang et al., 2023). Since internal variability can result in distinct states between the observed and simulated
fluctuations (Notz, 2015), both model–observation differences and intermodel spread in the tropical expansion
rate may originate from internal variability. Although the influence of internal variabilities, such as the ENSO,
PDO and IPO, has been recorded in previous studies, less effort has been devoted to determining their quantitative
contributions and the mechanisms through which they influence the extent of the tropical belt. Furthermore, there
is a need to clarify the extent to which the internal decadal variability can modulate changes in precipitation
associated with poleward migration of the tropical boundary.

Employing models with a larger number of ensemble members, as opposed to relying on a single realization, is
crucial for understanding the function of internal variability. While previous studies based on the analysis of
CMIP models have enhanced our understanding of internal variability (Allen et al., 2012; N. A. Davis &
Birner, 2017; Grise & Davis, 2020; Grise et al., 2019; Tao et al., 2015), it is challenging to entirely disentangle the
influence of external forcings from the internal variability with a limited number of realizations (Deser
et al., 2020). Compared with CMIP models, a single model initial‐condition large ensemble with sufficient in-
dependent realizations is an effective tool for estimating the relative contribution of internal variability (Deser
et al., 2020; Yeh et al., 2021). This occurs because, in initial‐condition large‐ensemble simulations, all the
members share the same external forcing but are initiated with differing initial states (Maher et al., 2019). Hence,
in contrast to the CMIP ensemble, the differences among the realizations in large‐ensemble simulations can be
attributed solely to internal climate variability.

Here, we revisit recent tropical expansion with an emphasis on internal variability. With the use of initial‐
condition large‐ensemble simulations involving two models, namely, the Max Planck Institute for Meteo-
rology (MPI‐M) climate model with 100 realizations (hereafter referred to as MPI‐GE) and the CESM1 model
with 40 realizations (hereafter referred to as CESM‐LE), our goal is to address the following questions: (a) which
internal variability mode can account for both model–observation differences and the intermodel spread in the
recent tropical expansion rate? (b) To what extent and through which process can this internal variability
modulate changes in the tropical belt width? (c) What role does this internal variability play in shaping precip-
itation changes associated with tropical expansion?

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Observations and Reanalysis

Previous studies have suggested that modern reanalysis data are more accurate in reflecting past changes in the
tropical width because early generation reanalysis data exhibit significant deviations from mass conservation
throughout the historical period (N. A. Davis & Davis, 2018). We use the monthly mean meridional winds from
four modern reanalysis data sets to calculate the poleward edge of the tropical belt: (a) the ECMWF Interim
Reanalysis (ERAIM) data set (Dee et al., 2011); (b) the European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) Reanalysis 5th Generation (ERA5) data set (Hersbach et al., 2020); (c) the Modern Era Retrospective
Analysis for Research and Applications 2 (MERRA2) data set (Gelaro et al., 2017); and (d) the Japanese
Meteorological Agency 55‐year Reanalysis (JRA55) data set (Kobayashi et al., 2015). The monthly mean SST is
obtained from the Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature version 5 (ERSST v5) data set (B. Huang
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et al., 2017). The precipitation data are derived from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)
monthly product version 2.3 (Adler et al., 2003).

2.2. Climate Simulations

For model–observation comparisons, we mainly use large‐ensemble simulations from MPI‐GE (Maher
et al., 2019), which contains 100 members. All MPI‐GEmembers are obtained by the same model (MPI‐ESM1.1)
and share identical time‐varying external forcings. Additional details regarding the design of the MPI‐GE can be
found in Maher et al. (2019). To maintain consistency with the observations, the overall period (1980–2014) in
MPI‐GE combines the 1980–2005 period of historical simulations with the 2006–2014 period of RCP8.5 sim-
ulations. We further employ CESM‐LE with 40 ensemble members (Kay et al., 2015) to verify the results ob-
tained from MPI‐GE.

To complement the data derived from large ensembles, we also use the historical simulations (1980–2014) of 35
models from the CMIP6 (Eyring et al., 2016) (refer to Table 1 for more information). We employ the first
ensemble member (r1i1p1f1) to assign an equal weight to each model, except for two cases in which the weight
cannot be assigned (i.e., r1i1p1f2 is used for HadGEM3‐GC31‐LL, and r1i1p1f3 is adopted for CNRM‐CM6‐1,
CNRM‐ESM2‐1, MIROC‐ES2L, and UKESM1‐0‐LL). A common period (1980–2014) in both the observations
and models is selected to calculate the tropical expansion trend.

2.3. Defining the Edge of the Tropical Belt

Various metrics, which can be categorized as dynamic, hydrological, thermal or chemical indicators, have been
utilized to measure the edge of tropical belts (Staten et al., 2018; Xian et al., 2021). Among these metrics, the
meridional overturning stream function is mostly used to describe the width of the tropics (Cook, 2003). Hence,
the poleward edge of the tropical belt can be computed by the zero‐crossing latitude of the meridional overturning
stream function at 500 hPa over the subtropics (PSI500) (Allen et al., 2012; S. M. Davis & Rosenlof, 2012; Grise
& Davis, 2020; Hu & Fu, 2007; Nguyen et al., 2013). To reduce the uncertainty in the different metrics, we also
use the surface zonal wind to estimate the edge of the tropics, which refers to the latitudinal direction in the
subtropics where the zonal‐mean zonal wind at 1000 hPa (USFC) changes (N. A. Davis & Birner, 2017). In this
study, we adopt the Tropical‐width Diagnostics code package (TropD) to calculate the PSI500 and USFC metrics
(Adam et al., 2018).

2.4. Statistical Analysis

This study mainly focused on the annual mean variations in the tropical width. We first applied a 7‐year running
mean to the annual mean fields to extract interdecadal signals. Based on MPI‐GE simulations, the impacts of
external forcings and internal variability on changes in the tropical width can be captured using the mean of all
ensemble members and the deviations in the individual members from the ensemble mean, respectively (Maher
et al., 2019). The IPO index can be calculated as the contrast in regionally averaged internal SST anomalies
between the equatorial Pacific region (10°S–10°N, 170°E− 90°W) and the average of the northwestern (25°–
45°N, 140°E− 145°W) and southwestern (50°–15°S, 150°E− 160°W) Pacific regions (Henley et al., 2015). The
Niño 3.4 index can be computed by the average SST anomaly over the 5°N–5°S, 170–120°W region.

2.5. Method for Adjusting the Phase Transition of the IPO

Here we estimate the relative contribution of IPO to the recent tropical expansion by adjusting the IPO trends in
each individual member of large‐ensemble simulations based on the observed IPO change. For each member i, the
tropical expansion rate (∂TropD(i, t)∂t ) during the 1980–2014 period can be expressed as:

∂TropD(i,t)
∂t

=
∂TropDforced(t)

∂t
+
∂TropDinternal(i,t)

∂t
,i = 1,2,3,…,N (1)

where ∂TropDforced(i, t)
∂t denotes the forced tropical edge shift, which is the same for each individual member in large

ensembles, and ∂TropDinternal(i, t)
∂t is the internally driven tropical edge shift.
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Based on Equation 1, the contribution of the IPO to the observed tropical expansion can be quantified by adjusting
the IPO phase to be consistent with the observations to each individual member of large‐ensemble simulations via
the following two steps (X. Huang et al., 2020; Salzmann & Cherian, 2015; Wu et al., 2021).

First, we exclude the original IPO‐related tropical expansion rates of each member (r(i)TropD,IPO · ∂IPO(i, t)∂t ) from the
large‐ensemble simulations.

Second, we add the observed IPO‐related tropical expansion rates back to each member through regression
(r(i)TropD,IPO · ∂IPOOBS(i, t)

∂t ). Hence, Equation 1 becomes:

Table 1
Information of the CMIP6 Climate Models Used in This Study

Model Institution Resolution (Lat × Lon) Experiment

ACCESS‐CM2 CSIRO/Australia 144 × 192 Historical

ACCESS‐ESM1‐5 CSIRO/Australia 145 × 192 Historical

AWI‐CM‐1‐1‐MR AWI/Germany 192 × 384 Historical

BCC‐CSM2‐MR BCC/China 160 × 320 Historical

CAMS‐CSM1‐0 CAMS/USA 160 × 320 Historical

CanESM5 CCCMA/Canada 64 × 128 Historical

CESM2‐WACCM NCAR/USA 192 × 288 Historical

CMCC‐CM2‐SR5 CMCC/Italy 192 × 288 Historical

CNRM‐CM6‐1 CNRM‐CERFACS/France 128 × 256 Historical

CNRM‐ESM2‐1 CNRM‐CERFACS/France 128 × 256 Historical

EC‐Earth3 EC‐Earth‐Consortium/EU 256 × 512 Historical

EC‐Earth3‐Veg EC‐Earth‐Consortium/EU 256 × 512 Historical

EC‐Earth3‐Veg‐LR EC‐Earth‐Consortium/EU 256 × 512 Historical

FGOALS‐f3‐L CAS/China 180 × 360 Historical

FGOALS‐g3 CAS/China 90 × 180 Historical

GFDL‐CM4 NOAA‐ GFDL/USA 180 × 288 Historical

GFDL‐ESM4 NOAA‐ GFDL/USA 180 × 288 Historical

GISS‐E2‐1‐G GISS‐GISS/USA 90 × 144 Historical

HadGEM3‐GC31‐LL MOHC/UK 144 × 192 Historical

IITM‐ESM CCCR‐IITM/India 94 × 192 Historical

IPSL‐CM6A‐LR IPSL/France 143 × 144 Historical

INM‐CM4‐8 INM/Russia 120 × 180 Historical

INM‐CM5‐0 INM/Russia 120 × 180 Historical

KACE‐1‐0‐G NIMS‐KMA/South Korea 145 × 192 Historical

MCM‐UA‐1‐0 UA/USA 80 × 96 Historical

MIROC6 MIROC/Japan 128 × 256 Historical

MIROC‐ES2L MIROC/Japan 64 × 128 Historical

MPI‐ESM1‐2‐HR MPI‐M/Germany 192 × 384 Historical

MPI‐ESM1‐2‐LR MPI‐M/Germany 96 × 192 Historical

MRI‐ESM2‐0 MRI/Japan 160 × 320 Historical

NESM3 NUIST/China 96 × 192 Historical

NorESM2‐LM NCC/Norway 96 × 144 Historical

NorESM2‐MM NCC/Norway 192 × 288 Historical

TaiESM1 AS‐RCEC/Taiwan 192 × 288 Historical

UKESM1‐0‐LL MOHC/UK 144 × 192 Historical
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∂TropDadj(i,t)
∂t

=
∂TropDforced(t)

∂t
+
∂TropDinternal(i,t)

∂t

− r(i)TropD,IPO ·
∂IPO(i,t)

∂t
+r(i)TropD,IPO ·

∂IPOOBS(i,t)
∂t

,i = 1,2,3,…,N
(2)

which can be simplified as:

∂TropDadj(i,t)
∂t

=
∂TropDforced(t)

∂t
+
∂TropDinternal(i,t)

∂t

+ r(i)TropD,IPO · (
∂IPOOBS(i,t)

∂t
−
∂IPO(i,t)

∂t
),i = 1,2,3,…,N

(3)

The magnitude of the adjustment term depends on the difference in the IPO trend between the observations and
simulations (∂IPOOBS(i, t)

∂t − ∂IPO(i, t)
∂t ). After adjustment, all the large ensemble members are influenced by the same

observed IPO phase transition.

Finally, through the comparison of the tropical expansion rates before and after adjustment (∂TropD(i, t)∂t and
∂TropDadj(i, t)

∂t ), we can quantitatively estimate the contribution of the IPO phase transition to recent expansion rates.

2.6. Removing the Influence of ENSO From the Precipitation Field

On an interannual timescale, the tropical belt contracts during El Niño events and expands during La Niña events
(Lu et al., 2008). To remove the effect of ENSO from the precipitation field, we subtract the ENSO‐congruent
component of precipitation from each grid as follows:

Prnon− ENSO = Pr − PrENSO− related (4)

where Pr, Prnon‐ENSO, and PrENSO‐related are the original precipitation field, the precipitation field with the effect of
the ENSO removed and the ENSO‐related precipitation field, respectively.

The ENSO‐related precipitation field (PrENSO− related) can be obtained through linear regression (Schmidt &
Grise, 2017):

PrENSO− related = reg(Pr,Niño 3.4) ·Niño3.4 (5)

where reg(Pr,Niño 3.4) is the slope of the linear regression between the precipitation field and the Niño 3.4 index.

2.7. Tropical Expansion‐Related Precipitation Trend

We extracted the tropical expansion‐related precipitation trend following Thompson et al. (2000), Zhou and
Li (2008), and Schmidt and Grise (2017). First, we regressed the precipitation onto the monthly time series of the
PSI500 index on the interannual timescale. To extract interannual signals, we removed the trend, seasonal cycle,
and 7‐year running average from the precipitation field. The trend and 7‐year running average were also removed
from the time series of the PSI500 index. Subsequently, we multiplied the resultant regression coefficients by the
linear trend in the PSI500 index. Therefore, the portion of the precipitation trend linearly congruent with year‐to‐
year changes in the tropical width could be obtained.

3. Results
3.1. Forced Response and Role of Internal Variability

We first examine the annual mean changes in two commonly used metrics of the tropical belt edge: PSI500 and
USFC (Figure 1). The observations exhibit multidecadal variability throughout the 1980–2014 period in both
hemispheres, with significant poleward shifts in the tropical belt edge (Figure 1). According to the observations,
the average tropical expansion rates (and ranges) computed from the various reanalysis data in the Northern
Hemisphere are 0.25 (− 0.07–0.64)° (35 years)− 1 for the PSI500 metric (Figures 1a and 2a) and 0.46 (0.23–0.73)°
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(35 years)− 1 for the USFC metric (Figures 1c and 2c). Compared with the observations, the CMIP6 multimodel
ensemble mean (MME) of each individual member exhibits a slight widening of the tropical belt (Figures 1a and
1c), with a trend of 0.12° (35 years)− 1 for the PSI500 metric (Figures 2a) and 0.11° (35 years)− 1 for the USFC
metric (Figure 2c). In the observations, the tropical expansion rate in the Southern Hemisphere is − 0.82 (− 1.56 to
− 0.26)° (35 years)− 1 for the PSI500 metric (Figure 2b) and − 0.60 (− 0.85 to − 0.39)° (35 years)− 1 for the USFC
metric (Figure 2d). The contribution of external forcings measured by the CMIP6 multimodel ensemble mean is
− 0.17 (− 0.24)° (35 years)− 1 based on the PSI500 (USFC) metric, which is approximately one‐fifth (one half) that
of the observed trend (Figures 2b and 2d).

Although the CMIP6 MME failed to reproduce the observed magnitude of the tropical expansion rates, the
observations are within the 5th to 95th percentile span of the CMIP6 model realizations in both hemi-
spheres (Figure 2). Moreover, the intermodel spread of the CMIP6, measured by the standard deviation of
the tropical expansion rate, is 0.35° (35 years)− 1 for the Northern Hemisphere and 0.26° (35 years)− 1 for
the Southern Hemisphere, which are greater than those of the CMIP6 MME. Note that the different
reanalysis data exhibit uncertainty in terms of the tropical expansion rate based on the PSI500 metric
(Figures 1a and 1b), which may be associated with their varying ability to preserve mass conservation (N.
A. Davis & Davis, 2018).

For a more in‐depth analysis of the impact of internal variability, we employed MPI‐GE to investigate whether
internal variability plays a role in recent tropical expansion. The ensemble mean of MPI‐GE reasonably re-
produces the climatological location of the tropical belt edge for both metrics (figure not shown), adding con-
fidence to our analysis based on MPI‐GE. The externally forced change in the tropical belt, represented by the
average of all MPI‐GEmembers, exhibits monotonic widening over time (Figure 1). TheMPI‐GE ensemble mean
shows that the direction of the change in the tropical belt edge is consistent with the observations, suggesting the
positive influence of external forcing. However, the substantial impact of internal variability results in notable
uncertainty in MPI‐GE (Figure 1). Similar to the CMIP6 models, the observed changes fall within the spread
among the MPI‐GE ensemble members (Figure 1), especially in the Northern Hemisphere (Figures 1a and 1c).

Figure 1. Changes in the tropical belt edge over the 1980–2014 period. Time series of the subtropical edge latitude anomaly
(units: degree of latitude) of the tropical belt relative to the 1980–2014 means over the (a) Northern Hemisphere and
(b) Southern Hemisphere based on the PSI500 metric. The gray line denotes the average of the four reanalysis data sets, with
the shading indicating the spread. The red (blue) line is derived from the ensemble mean of 100 (35) MPI‐GE members
(CMIP6 models), while the shading with the corresponding color indicates the intermember (intermodel) spread of all
ensemble members (models). The yellow (green) line denotes the mean of 10 ensemble members showing the highest
(lowest) tropical expansion rate. (c, d) As in (a, b) but for the USFC metric.
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Furthermore, the intermember range of MPI‐GE in both hemispheres encompasses the spread among the CMIP6
models, confirming the role of internal variability (Figure 1).

Quantitatively, the expansion rates of MPI‐GE ranged from − 0.35 (− 0.80)° to 0.86 (0.32)° (35 years)− 1 in the
Northern (Southern) Hemisphere, with an ensemble mean of 0.21 (− 0.23)° (35 years)− 1 based on the PSI500
index (Figure 2). The ensemble mean values derived from the USFC index are 0.23 (− 0.31)°(35 years)− 1 in the
Northern (Southern) Hemisphere. All observed expansion rates in the Northern Hemisphere fall within the 5th–
95th percentile span of MPI‐GE (Figures 2a and 2c), indicating that the observed poleward expansion of the
tropical belt from 1980 to 2014 is contained by the span of internal variability in the Northern Hemisphere. In the
Southern Hemisphere, the observed tropical expansion rate derived from the ERAIM data set exceeded the MPI‐
GE range indicated by the PSI500 metric (Figure 2b).

3.2. IPO as the Dominant Internal Variability Mode

Earlier studies have indicated that a large part of the recent widening of the tropics is related to SST variability
(Allen & Kovilakam, 2017), but there is a need to quantify the role of SST variations in explaining model–
observation and intermodel differences. To answer the above questions, we examined the SST trends over the
same period to identify the dominant internal SST mode. The observed poleward movement of the tropics co-
incides with notable SST cooling in the central‐eastern tropical Pacific region and SST warming in the north-
western and southwestern subtropical Pacific regions (Figure 3a), resembling the SST patterns linked to the IPO
(Henley et al., 2015). Hence, the expansion of the tropical belt in recent decades is likely influenced by SST

Figure 2. Probability density of the trends in the subtropical edge latitude of the tropical belt. MPI‐GEmembers (red line) and
CMIP6 models (blue line) for the (a) Northern Hemisphere and (b) Southern Hemisphere based on the PSI500 metric. The
dots and vertical lines with the corresponding colors denote the ensemble mean and 5th to 95th percentile range, respectively.
The asterisk, circle, square and diamond denote the trends derived from the ERA5, ERAIM, MERRA and JRA55 data,
respectively. (c, d) As in (a, b) but for the USFC metric.
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Figure 3. Spatial distributions of the SST trends from 1980 to 2014. (a) Observations. (b) Max10‐Min10 composite differences of MPI‐GE selected based on the PSI500
metric over the Northern Hemisphere and (c) Southern Hemisphere. Max10 (Min10) denotes the 10 ensemble members showing the maximum (minimum) tropical
expansion rate in MPI‐GE. (d, e) As in (b, c) but for the USFC metric. (f–i) As in (b–e) but for the CMIP6 models. Units: °C (35 years)− 1. The white slant hatchings
denote where the trends are significant at the 95% confidence level.
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anomalies associated with the negative phase of the IPO. To further test this hypothesis, we next extended our
analysis to MPI‐GE and examined whether the IPO phase could explain the spread among ensemble members. In
MPI‐GE, the difference in SST trends between the 10 members with the highest tropical expansion rate (Max10)
and the 10 members with the lowest rate (Min10) exhibited patterns similar to those in the observations, dis-
playing an IPO‐like distribution (Figures 3b, 3c, 3f, and 3g). Similarly, the difference in SST trends in the CMIP6
models also resembled an IPO‐like pattern (Figures 3d, 3e, 3h, and 3i). This indicates that the IPO plays a primary
role in regulating the tropical belt width.

To confirm the above results, we examined the distribution of the differences in IPO trends between the different
members of MPI‐GE (Figure 4). We first randomly selected two members and compared their expansion rates to
determine the higher and lower expansion rates. We then determined the difference in IPO trends between these
two members by subtracting the IPO trends of the members with higher expansion rates from those with lower
expansion rates. By repeating this process 1000 times, we could obtain the probability distribution of the dif-
ferences in IPO trends corresponding to members with higher tropical expansion rates. We found that members
showing a larger widening extent of the tropical width corresponded to more negative trends in the IPO in both
hemispheres (Figure 4). This suggests that there is an association between tropical expansion and phase transition
of the IPO. From 1980 to 2014, the IPO phase shifted from positive to negative, with SST cooling occurring over
the eastern tropical Pacific (Dong & Dai, 2015).

The IPO‐related SST change can influence the edges of the tropics by modulating the meridional temperature
gradient (Yang et al., 2023). To explore how the phase shift of the IPOmodulates the width of the tropical belt, we
examined the differences in the composite air temperature between Max10 and Min10 (Figure 5). The composite
result showed that accompanying the IPO phase transition, the tropical atmosphere cools, while the subtropical
atmosphere warms. Consequently, the tropical‐subtropical meridional temperature gradient is reduced; hence, the
edge of the tropical belt shifts poleward (Lu et al., 2008). Note that despite a general decrease in the temperature
gradient, the temperature changes in response to the IPO phase shift are asymmetric between the different

Figure 4. Confirming the role of the IPO. The distribution of the differences in IPO trends between the members with higher
expansion rates and members with lower tropical expansion rates based on the PSI500 metric over the (a) Northern
Hemisphere and (b) Southern Hemisphere. The blue dots and horizontal black lines denote the ensemble mean and one
standard deviation range, respectively. (c, d) As in (a, b) but for the USFC metric.
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hemispheres. The positive‐to‐negative phase shift in the IPO primarily occurs at midlatitudes, as evidenced by the
Max10‐Min10 composites in the Northern Hemisphere. Conversely, in the Southern Hemisphere, these com-
posites suggest a tendency toward cooling of the tropical atmosphere.

To further elucidate the role of the IPO, we examined the intermember relationship between the IPO phase change
and the tropical expansion rate (Figure 6). We found that the tropical expansion rate is linearly correlated with the
IPO phase change in both hemispheres, with a correlation coefficient of − 0.55 (0.42) in the Northern (Southern)
Hemisphere for the PSI500 metric (Figures 6a and 6b). We obtained similar results by using the USFC metric,
with correlation coefficients of − 0.53 in the Northern Hemisphere and 0.45 in the Southern Hemisphere
(Figures 6c and 6d). This suggests that the positive‐to‐negative IPO phase transition induces a poleward shift in
the tropical edge, and vice versa.

3.3. Quantifying the Contribution of the IPO to Tropical Expansion

Given the dominant internal variability mode of the IPO that modulates the extent of the tropical belt, we esti-
mated the contribution of the IPO to the observed tropical expansion from 1980 to 2014 by adjusting the IPO
phase transition in MPI‐GE. The results showed that after adjustment, the IPO phase transition plays a major role
in recent tropical expansion in the Northern Hemisphere, while the contribution of the IPO is comparable to that of
external forcings in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 7). This indicates that the influence of the IPO phase change
superimposed on the external forcings led to widening of the tropical belt from 1980 to 2014. In the Northern
Hemisphere, the MPI‐GE ensemble mean reasonably reproduces the observed maximum tropical expansion rate
after adjustment. Given that there is large spread among different reanalysis data sets in depicting tropical
expansion rates in the Northern Hemisphere, we estimate the minimum relative contribution of IPO phase
transition by dividing the IPO‐adjusted tropical expansion rates with the maximum observational value. Quan-
titatively, the phase transition of the IPO explains at least 73% (66%) of the observed expansion rate based on the

Figure 5. Mechanism of the influence of the IPO on the tropical belt width. (a) Max10‐Min10 composite differences in the
spatial distribution of the zonal‐averaged air temperature trend (units: °C (35 years)− 1) over the Northern Hemisphere and (b)
Southern Hemisphere based on the PSI500 metric. The black contours denote the climatological zonal‐averaged air
temperature. (c, d) As in (a, b) but for the USFC metric.
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PSI500 (USFC) metric (Figures 7a and 7c). Hence, the difference in tropical expansion observed in these models
is due to the failure of the model to correctly reproduce the IPO phase transition. In addition, in the Southern
Hemisphere, the IPO contributes only 27% to the observed trends for the PSI500 metric, while it explains
approximately 64% of the observations for the USFC metric (Figures 7b and 7d). This uncertainty may be due to
the higher sensitivity of the USFCmetric to IPO phase changes. Hence, the internal variability can explain most of
model–observation differences in the Northern Hemisphere, whereas it explains part of the differences in the
Southern Hemisphere.

3.4. Impact of the IPO on Tropical Expansion‐Related Precipitation Trends

The widening of the tropical belt has notably impacted hydroclimate changes, with critical societal and economic
ramifications. To investigate the effect of tropical expansion on precipitation change, we show the spatial dis-
tributions of the tropical expansion‐related precipitation trend during the 1980–2014 period in the observations
and MPI‐GE according to the PSI500 metric (Figures 8 and 9, respectively). Since the tropical belt contracts
during El Niño events and expands during La Niña events on an interannual timescale (Lu et al., 2008), we also
examine the effect of the ENSO on the tropical expansion‐related precipitation trend (Section 2.6). We find that
the extratropical precipitation response to tropical expansion remains unchanged in both hemispheres after
subtracting the ENSO‐congruent component of precipitation from each grid (Figures 8a–8d and 9a–9d).

Figure 6. Relationships between the IPO trend (units: °C (35 years)− 1) and tropical expansion rate (units: degree
(35 years)− 1) among the 100 MPI‐GE members. Northern Hemisphere based on the (a) PSI500 metric and (c) USFC metric.
The correlation coefficient (cc) is denoted in the upper right of the panel. The red (blue) dots denote the Max10 (Min10)
members. The black diamonds, asterisks, circles and crosses denote the values from the different reanalysis data sets. (b, d)
As in (a, c) but for the Southern Hemisphere.
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According to observations, the poleward movement of the tropical belt in the Northern Hemisphere is associated
with the drying trend over subtropical regions, with decreases centered over the ocean (Figures 8a–8d). In the
Southern Hemisphere, the poleward movement of the tropical belt drives a latitudinal zonal distribution of
precipitation changes, with a drying trend between 30°S and 60°S and increased precipitation near 60°S
(Figures 9a–9d).

Compared with the observations, the MPI‐GE ensemble mean, which represents the impact of external forcings,
can reproduce the related precipitation changes but with a far smaller magnitude than the observations (Fig-
ures 8c, 8d, 9c, and 9d). This indicates that external forcings alone cannot fully explain the observed tropical
expansion‐related precipitation trend. We then examine whether the IPO phase transition can explain the
observation‐model differences in tropical expansion‐related precipitation changes (Figures 8e, 8f, 9e, and 9f). The
results show that after adjusting the IPO phase transition in the MPI‐GE members to be consistent with the
observations, the MPI‐GE ensemble mean exhibits similar characteristics to the observations with comparable
magnitudes in both hemispheres (Figures 8e, 8f, 9e, and 9f). This suggests that the IPO is crucial for inducing the
observed tropical expansion‐related precipitation trend. Hence, both the IPO and external forcings contributed to
the observed tropical expansion‐related precipitation trend during the 1980–2014 period.

4. Discussion
This study relies on MPI‐GE simulations. We also compared the results obtained from MPI‐GE with those ob-
tained from CESM‐LE to verify the reliability of our conclusions. The tropical expansion rate is linearly
correlated with IPO phase transition from 1980 to 2014 in both hemispheres in CESM‐LE. The correlation co-
efficient is − 0.50 (0.37) in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere for the PSI500 metric (Figures 10a and 10b).
Quantitatively, the IPO phase transition can explain at least 64% (35%) of the observed expansion rate in the
Northern (Southern) Hemisphere based on the PSI500 metric in CESM‐LE, comparable with that in MPI‐GE
(Figures 10c and 10d). The above analysis derived from CESM‐LE further confirms the dominant role of the
IPO in regulating the recent tropical expansion rate.

The main focus of this study is to explore how the IPO affects the tropical expansion rate. Notably, during the
same period, the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) (Schlesinger & Ramankutty, 1994), which is the

Figure 7. Quantifying the contribution of the IPO. (a) Adjustments in the tropical expansion rate based on the observed IPO
phase transition over the Northern Hemisphere and (b) Southern Hemisphere based on the PSI500 metric. The black bar
denotes the average tropical expansion rate derived from the different reanalysis data. The deep purple, purple and light
purple bars denote the total expansion rate after adjustment (Trend_Adj), the IPO‐related expansion rate (Trend_IPO), and
the forced expansion rate (Trend_F) from the MPI‐GE model, respectively. (c, d) As in (a, b) but for the USFC metric.
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leading mode of decadal variability in the North Atlantic Ocean, transitioned from a cold phase to a warm phase
(Alexander et al., 2014). This shift in the AMO may also influence the extent of the tropical belt. To assess
whether the phase shift of the AMO influenced the recent tropical expansion rate, we analyzed the correlation
between the tropical expansion rate and AMO trend from 1980 to 2014 (Figure 11). Compared to that with the
IPO trends, the correlation between the tropical expansion rate and AMO trends among the ensemble members is
0.16 (0.18) in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere, indicating a nonsignificant role of the AMO. Additionally,
internal atmospheric variability may contribute to tropical widening (Garfinkel et al., 2015; Grise et al., 2019;
Simpson, 2018). However, further investigations are needed to determine the contribution of this internal at-
mospheric variability to recent tropical expansion.

The observed tropical expansion‐related precipitation change shown here is like that of Schmidt and
Grise (2017), who have found that the tropical expansion‐related drying trend is stronger over oceans than over
land. Schmidt and Grise (2017) proposed that tropical expansion is not associated with subtropical drying over
land based on CMIP5 models. However, here we find that after the adjustment the widespread drought over the
Northern Hemispheric continents, such as North America, Northeast Asia, and the Mediterranean region, can
occur along with the northward shift of the Northern tropical edge (Figures 8c–8f). We have also examined the

Figure 8. Impact of recent tropical expansion on precipitation changes. Changes in precipitation (units: mm day− 1

(35 years)− 1) associated with tropical expansion based on the PSI500 metric in the Northern Hemisphere during 1980–2014
in (a) the observations; (c) MPI‐GE ensemble mean; and (e) MPI‐GE ensemble mean after adjustment of the tropical
expansion rate based on the observed IPO phase transition. (b, d, f) As in (a, c, e) but influence of ENSO is removed. White
slant hatchings in (a–f) denote areas where all (more than 80%) of the reanalysis (ensemble members) agree in sign.
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impact of IPO phase transition in tropical expansion‐related precipitation changes in the Northern Hemisphere
in CMIP6 models (Figure 12). The results further confirm that after adjusting the IPO phase transition in
CMIP6 individual models with the observations, the CMIP6 ensemble mean also exhibits similar characteristics
to the observations over land (Figures 8, 9, and 12). Therefore, we demonstrate that models' inability in
reproducing the tropical expansion related‐precipitation changes can be ascribed to the influence of internal IPO
variability.

Another notable issue is the interhemispheric difference in the tropical expansion rate (Figures 1 and 2),
which indicates a larger difference in the Southern Hemisphere than in the Northern Hemisphere. This
difference in the tropical expansion rate between hemispheres can be attributed to the influence of ozone
holes (Grise & Davis, 2020; Grise et al., 2019; D. W. J. Thompson & Solomon, 2002). In the Southern
Hemisphere, the poleward expansion of the tropical belt is partially driven by stratospheric ozone depletion.
Conversely, the Northern Hemisphere has experienced relatively limited ozone loss. Furthermore, green-
house gas forcing can result in interhemispheric differences in the tropical expansion rate, leading to
interhemispheric variations in static stability across subtropical regions (Watt‐Meyer et al., 2019). Specif-
ically, the Northern Hemisphere will undergo smaller changes in static stability under the influence of
greenhouse gas warming than the Southern Hemisphere, which will exhibit a lower sensitivity to such
changes (Watt‐Meyer et al., 2019).

Figure 9. As in Figure 8 but for the Southern Hemisphere.
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5. Concluding Remarks
The mechanism underlying the model–observation differences and the intermodel spread in recent tropical
expansion rates has been a subject of great concern, but whether internal variability can quantitatively explain
these differences and spread has not been determined. Here, by combining multiple lines of evidence from both
reanalysis data and initial‐condition large‐ensemble simulations and complemented with CMIP6 simulations, we
demonstrate that tropical expansion over the 1980–2014 period is largely attributed to internal variability linked
to the IPO. The IPO phase transition from positive to negative during this period reduced the equator‐to‐pole

Figure 10. Role of the IPO in recent tropical expansion in CESM‐LE. (a, b) As in Figures 6a and 6b but for CESM‐LE. (c, d)
As in Figures 7a and 7b but for CESM‐LE.

Figure 11. Relationships between the AMO trend (units: °C (35 years)− 1) and tropical expansion rate (units: degree
(35 years)− 1) among the 100 MPI‐GE members based on the PSI500 metric. (a) Northern Hemisphere and (b) Southern
Hemisphere. The correlation coefficient (cc) is denoted in the upper right of the panel. The red (blue) dots denote the Max10
(Min10) members.
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temperature gradient and hence forced the subtropical edges of the tropics to move toward higher latitudes in both
hemispheres. After using the observed IPO trend to adjust the model‐simulated IPO trends, we found that the
phase shift of the IPO could explain at least 73% (66%) of the observed tropical expansion rate based on the
PSI500 (USFC) metric in the Northern Hemisphere. In the Southern Hemisphere, the IPO could contribute
approximately 27% to the observed tropical expansion rate for the PSI500 metric and 64% for the USFC metric.
IPO also plays a crucial role in shaping changes in precipitation associated with tropical expansion. Given the
substantial influence of the internal variability of the IPO, our results highlight the importance of using models
with large ensemble members to accurately assess the ability of these models to reproduce the observed tropical
expansion rate. Our findings could help to reconcile the longstanding model–observation inconsistency.

Data Availability Statement
All data used in this study are available to the public. The ERAIM reanalysis data are available at Dee et al. (2011).
The ERA5 reanalysis data can be found at Hersbach et al. (2017). TheMERRA2 reanalysis data can be obtained at
Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) (2015). The JRA55 reanalysis data sets (Kobayashi
et al., 2015) are provided from the Japanese 55‐year Reanalysis (JRA‐55) project carried out by the Japan Mete-
orological Agency (JMA). The monthly mean SST from the ERSSTv5 data set can be downloaded at B. Huang
et al. (2017). The GPCP data are publicly available from Adler et al. (2018). The MPI‐GE data can be obtained at
Maher et al. (2019). The CESM‐LE data are available at Kay et al. (2015). The CMIP6 data can be found in the
Eyring et al. (2016).
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